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Prospective witnesses: 
theman in t 

rleal WelAtie; the Rowlehdee 	1/3/69 ytfarmil -WronirttbETOs 	Herold Weieberb 

Few of the witnesses had the campaign wetted against them that Arnold Louis Rowland did not buckle under. In 418 case, the record had to be cooked in an effort to destroy him. I go into him in part 2 of rESTE7AaH II. Mabel has never said a word about what I there publish-d about him. ci 

Rowlerld was not a liar. He was self-conscious about e few things, one his incomplete education, and he misrepresented them. Everything in his testimony that can be checked does stand up, in the finest detail, es i there eat forth. 

Be sew man in the westernmost windows of the eixth floor, assume they were pert of the protection. He saw their rifle, he says. He also saw a i`egero  in the eeeternmost window, at a time that pretty much precludes Oswald having been there. This is consistent with the dubious testimony of Amos Lee Euine. 

I think that because of his youth, of the efforts he end his even younger bride made to overcome the liabilities of a too-early marriage, his abs-lute refusal to be intimidated end the etoiwart efforts made by the power-ful FBI (which didn't even file reports on their intimidation visits, about six in number) and the Commiseion's Specter, who even miemerked photographs to melee checking Rowland out more difficult, his obvious emotion and feeling of guilt for not having reported those he thought "Secret service agents", he and his wife would be vary effective bbfore the jury. Perticulerl, wculd this be true if they eere first led into their pernonol stories and his tendency to examprate personal things only in order to achieve a self-respect that, as a boy, he hed lost. Laving diasined the op,osing counsel by having eetabliehed aad refuted his officially-manufactured liabilities, hie story mould be impressive. Carolyn Walthers, hover called as a witness, does confirm him. They show the preserO of those other then Oswald in that pert of the building. 'Phis is both inconsistent with Oveeldie haling been there and consistent with the presence of others to flame him. The official handling of the Bowlands and the ignoring of Mrs. eelthers eill, I think:, nagnify the effect. 

Ere. Rowland can be shown end testify to the change in her testimony that was not incorporated in the published evidence but was misused in the Report, together with the change in the lawyer's cueetion that altered the sense of her answer end we  published. I have this page of transcript. It is the only one, I bellevele published by the Commission, which classified them as "Top Secret". %etting this before the jury, both what hepeened to 're. Rowlend/s correction of en error and what the lawyer did to alter the heening of her response and the fact that even the testimony sea classified "Top Secret" after it ees published, should, i believe, influence the jury. 

There is a good chance that Mrs. Yealthert e emotion will surface. She broke down when Fink terry Schiller interviewed her. She. like the Rowlands, A thought theme men she sew part of the protection, thiuks she is in some way res-ponsible for the President's death in not haying nentiondd this. 


